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ABSTRACT 

An exchange having stored program control (SPC), 
called system h-210, is being developed by the 
Swedish Telecommunications Administration. This 
system is mainly designed for use as local exchange 
in metropolitan areas and one exchange has been in 
service since 1~rch this year at Storangen, a 
suburb of Stockholm. 

The paper presents a simulation using GPSS of 
traffic conditions in the A-210 exchange. 

A brief description of the hardware and software 
organization of the simulated exchange is given in 
chapters 1 and 2. The processor's priority levels 
and the functions of the programs on the different 
levels are explained. 

In chapter 3 the realization of the GPSS simulation 
is dealt with. The utilization of the GPSS entities 
to solve the interaction requirements necessary 
between the traffic flow and the program flow is 
treated in this chapter. 

The results from three simulation runs are presented 
and discussed in chapter 4. Two of the runs are 
normal load cases whereas the third is an overload 
case. 

As a conclusion it is stated in chapter 5 that a 
GPSS simulation may be an attractive alternative 
when the goal is to investigate the effect of far
reaching program changes in a SPC exchange. 
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1. DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE ORGANISATION OF 
SYSTEM A-210 

The A-210 system can be divided into three main 
parts, namely the processing, the input/output and 
the telephonic part. 

The processing part consists of duplicated equipment 
comprisin~ central processor, data memory and 
program memory. All memories are ferrite core 
memories. 

The input/output part consists of paper tape rea.ders, 
paper tape punches, teletype writers, supervisory 
panel and modem. 

The telephonic part (fig 1) consists of a crossb~r 
switch network with line and group selectors (SLV, 
GVL, GVN), relay sets for subscriber lines (ABR), 
for local junctors (SNR) and for trunks (FIR, FUR), 
further code receivers (KM) and ringing current 
senders (TS). 

The switching network as well as the local junctors 
are divided into two equal parts, with interconnec
tions only at the line and trunk inlets. 

Simple subcontrol units (ME) are associated with 
groups of switches and relay sets and act as an 
interface between the low speed electromechanical 
circuitry and the high speed external buses (YTL). 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE A-210 SOFTWARE 

The central processor in A-210 works with a fixed 
wordlength of 16 bits, It has 8 registers accessible 
to the programmer and the maximum storage capacity 
is 64K words in the data memory and 64K words in the 
program memory. The instructions occupy 1-4 words. 

The processor has eight priority levels A through H, 
each of which (except G) is controlled by a monitor • 
The levels are used in the following way: 

A-level 

B-level 

C-level 

D-Ievel 

E-level 

F-level 

Base level, on which the traffic carrying 
programs are executed. 

Time interruption level, on which the 
programs requiring high time precision are 
executed. 

Input/output level, on which one character 
to or from an I/O device is taken care of. 

Alarm level. Interruption to this level 
takes pla ce in case of an alarm from the 
processors' supervisory circuits. The 
level conta ins error tracing programs. 

Time a l a rm level. If interruption to the 
B-Ievel has not occured for 64 ms owing to, 
for instance, a program error, an E-level 
interruption is caused. From programs on 
the E-Ievel restart of the system is 
initia ted. 

Error traci,g level. This level is used 
only in cor.nection with program testing • 



G-level 

R-l eve 1 

Clook deoremental level. A G-level inter
ruption takes plaoe every milliseoond and 
unity is subtraoted from the system's 
milliseoond olook. When this olook passes 
zero a B-level interruption takes plaoe. 

Manual level. This level is used in 
extremely serious fault oonditions. 

In a fault free plant the A-, B-, C- and G-levels 
only are ~n aotion. The G-level, whioh is mioro
pro«raamed, «ives a oonstant load of 7 ~s every ms 
and the C-level is exeouted only ~hen an I/o-devioe 
is operated. This justifies inoludin« only the A
and B-level pro«rams in the simulation. 

The A-level is administered by the A-level monitor 
(oalled MONA). This level also oontains the main 
part of the traffio oarryin« pro«rams, inoludin« 
those soannin« pro«rams on whioh there are less 
hard demands oonoernin« time preoision. A brief 
desoription of the pr0«rams' main tasks is «iven 
below. 

ABAVS 

SNR 

Soannin« for new subsoriber oalls. Inter
val 400 ms. 

Soannin« for olearing signals on the looal 
junotors. Interval 300 ms. 

I. 1Nl': LfNg I. INI~ r.HOUP JPNC mn 
C rnCUl1' SWI'ITII 

SFJIt'ON'I'IWL 
UNITS 

KX 'l't:RNAL 
BUS SYSTEM 

~n;: ~fOnY 
nl:s SYWrEM 

M I':MOUY 
/Jl,OCKS I"OIt: 

SWITCH CIRCUITS 

INS'I'IlI !e TT ONS 

Fi« 1. Blook dia«ram of the A-210 system 
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SVAR 

FIRBI 

FlRAN 

FIRKL 

FURVS 

FURLS 

MANP 

FUR 

FIRUK 

TOMG 

Soannin« for B-subsoriber reply on 
rin«in« ourrent senders. Interval 100 ms. 

Pro«ram whioh sends baokward signals on 
inoomin« trunks. Int~rval 125 ms. 

Soannin« for new oalls on inoomin~ trunks. 
Interval 250 ms. 

Scannin« for olearin« signals on inoomin« 
trunks. Interval 250 ms. 

Pro«ram whioh sends ·prooeed-to-send"· 
signals on out«oin« trunks. Interval 90 ms. 

Soannin« pro«ram for olearin« signals on 
out«oin« trunks. Interval 200 ms. 

Pro«ram whioh administers the relay and 
switoh operations. 

Pro«raa whioh prepares the subsoriber's 
oonneotion ~o an out«oin« trunk. 

Pro«ram whioh prepares the oonneotion of an 
inoomin« trunk to a . subsoriber or a busy 
tone sender. 

Routine test pro «rams whioh oonsaae the 
spare time. 

TRUNK GHOTJP 
SWITCH 

SEHVIr.I~ 

CIH.ClJI'l'S 
'l'HlJNK 

ClnCTJI.'rs 

FT(, . 

Y'l'L' 

INPUT / OU'rpUl: 
SlJBCO!\THOL 

UNIT 

Ml'L
O 

M TT. 
1 
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The programs order execution time from the monitor 
by a queueing system. As some programs ocour at 
regular intervals and some others ooour irregularly 
due to traffio demands, the monitor has time queues 
and job queues. There are time queues with 
aoouraoies of one milliseoond, one seoond and one 
minute respeotively. The job queues have different 
priorities. 

The B-level oontains soanning programs whioh, if 
delayed, may oause that signals are lost or improper
ly reoeived. 

As the number of programs on the B-level is limited 
and the orderin€ routine is simple, the B-level 
monitor (MONB) has a fixed schedule rather than a 
queue oriented job allotter. The B-level inter
ruption takes plaoe at fixed intervals (at present 
every 11 ms). The monitor's duty is therefore only 
to store the oontents of the registers, to aotivate 
the proper sequenoe of B-level programs, to update 
some information neoessary on the A-level, to order 
the next B-level interruption, to re-store the 
oontents of the registers and then return to the 
.A-level. The programs on the B-level are listed 
below. 

KMP 

FORBI 

FIRTS 

Soanning for dial pulses on oode reoeivers 
(KM). Interval 22 ms. 

Soanning for VF pulses on oode reoeivers. 
Interval 22 ms. 

Soannin€ for baokward si~als on out
goin€ trunks. Interval 11 ms. 

Soannin€ for operator's signals on in
oomin€ trunks. Interval 88 ms. 

The funotion of MONA is highly dependent on the 
B-level interruption. The interruptions control the 
A-monitor's soanning of the time and job queues in 
the following way. 

The normal queue soanning starts with the time 
queue and the programs whioh have a departure time 
less than aotual time are executed. When suoh a 
program is finished, control is returned to MONA. As 
the programs are sorted aooording to their departure 
time, the monitor unlinks the programs from the top 
of the list. When all time queue orders are exeouted 
the monitor oontinues by emptying the job queues in 
deoreas1n€ priority order. In the job queue with the 
lowest priority routine tests are performed. 

Into this sohedule the B-level interruptions inter
fere. The normal action when returning to the A
level is that the interrupted program will oontinue 
until it is finished. Exoeptions from this rule are 
oases where routine tests were interrupted in whioh 
oase oontrol is immediately returned to MONA, and 
oases of interruption in soannin€ for new subsoriber 
oalls, where program ABAVS is put in a low priority 
job queue and MONA is given oontrol. 

As soon as the A-level monitor is given oontrol 
after a B-level interruption, the soanning of the 
time queue starts anew. In this way MONA allooates 
the available time in a primary interval (the time 
between two oonsecutive B-level interruptions) to 
jobs in decreasin€ order of importanoe. 

The soanning programs, whioh feed the system with 
new tasks, oan work in a direot mode or in a job 
queue oriented mode. In both modes the soanning 
oyole is broken when a fresh task is found. In the 
direot mode the task is taken care of by a direct 
program branoh to the exeouting routines before the 
soanning oontinues. In the job queue oriented mode 
the fresh task found results in an order being 
placed in a job queue to be exeouted later on when 
time is available o The direot mode has the inherent 
risk, that in an overload situation the soanning 
programs will consume all the available time. This 
risk does not appear when the soanning programs 
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operate in a job queue oriented mode, as these 
programs will be drastically less time oonsumin€. On 
the other hand the latter mode requires extra time to 
link and unlink the jobs from the queue. 

Both modes are used in the A-210 system and one 
point of interest is to oompare the delay times for 
jobs carried out in the one and the other mode. 
Treatment by simulation lends itself to suoh a study 
in an excellent way. 

3. GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE GPSS SIMULATION 

The simulation is oarried out in suoh a way that a 
traffio flow, representin€ the oalls in progress, 
flows side by side with a program flow, which repre
sents the monitors and the traffio oarryin€ programs. 
Means must, however, be oreated to exohan€e data 
between the ·traffic flow and the programs. 

In fig. 2 there is shown an extraot from the traffio 
flow. The symbols used in the flow ohart illustrate 
the points where the traffio flow is dependent on a 
oertain program or on the monitor and the points 
where the traffio flow influenoes a oertain ~rogram. 
Following a new call (from the top of fi€. 2) will 
explain this interaction. 

A new subscriber oall hes to wait until the soannin€ 
program (ABAVS) is initiated. When ABAVS deteots the 
oall a free code reoeiver and a speeoh-path is 
seleoted, after which an immediate program jump to 
MANP takes plaoe. In MANP the proper MEs are . 
activated (or the order is queued up if the ME is 
enga€ed). As it takes around 300 ms until the oross
bar switohes have been fully operated, whereas the 
MANP program occupies only about 20 ms,the job of 
operatin€ the switohes is divided into some parts 
with MANP conneoted in at proper moments to operate 
the vertioal and bar magnets of the orossbar 
switohes. This is administered partly by an internal 
queueing system in MANP and partly by the MONA time 
queue. In the latter, MANP orders itself to make 
re-entries at proper times. 

When MANP has finished its job, the switohes have 
been operated, tests have been made to ensure that 
no extraneous polarity exists and the relay in KM 
whioh oonneots the dialling tone has been operated. 
The subsoriber, therefore, hears dial tone and oan 
start dialling. 

During the dialling the program KMP is loaded with 
the work of oounting the dial pulses, distin€Uishing 
between digits, analyzing the import of the di€its 
and deteoting any clearing signals. 

When enough digits are reoeived to settle the 
routing, the program KMP €ives .a job queue order for 
one out of three programs, whioh handle external 
oalls, internal oalls for free B-subsoriber or 
internal oalls for busy B-subsoriber respeotively. 
At this point the oalling subsoriber has to wait 
until the monitor allots time to the job queue in 
question. 

When ooding these delay points in GPSS language, 
frequent use is made of the USER CHAINs. The LINK 
and UNLINK oan be made aooording to the rules valid 
for the real prooessor. USER CHAINs are used to 
represent the monitor's time and job queues, but 
also to store suoh jobs as have to be detected by a 
scanning program (for instanoe new subscriber oalls, 
whioh are deteoted by ABAVS). 

To code the case when the traffic flow influenoes a 
program, e. simple method can be used. Take for 
instanoe the dialling oausing load on program KMP. 
The subsoriber dialling is ooded as a double loop 
where the outer loop represents one full digit and 
the inner loop represents the make and break of the 
subscriber loop ourrent. The TRANSACTIONs represen
ting the oalls circulate in these loops acoording 
to parameters ohosen at random or from FUNCTIONs 
based upon measured data on real subsoriber . 



Dialling finished 

o 
o 
P 
D 
------1 

OUTGOING TRUNK CALL 

Fi« 2. Extraot from the traffic floy 

diallin«. In the loops the call TRANSACTION puts 
data in SAVEVALUE oells. The exeoution time 
required for the program KMP is oaloulated 
aooordin« to the data in those SAVEVALUE cells. 
ihen executed, KMP olears the oells. 

KMP 

As mentioned before, the program MANP requires re
entries at Taryin~ intervals to oomplete the 
oonneotion. In table 1 there is ~iven an example of 
hoy the oQnneotion oase A-subsoriber to oode 
reoeiver is performed. The number of re-entries is, 
as oan be seen, 4 and the oomputer t~es required, 

Legend 

Traffic flow depends on a program 

on the monitor 

Traffic flow influences a program 

MANP 

External action 

FURBI 
FURVS 

as well as the intermediate times all differ from 
eaoh other but every oall of this kind has to pass 
all the sta«es and in the same sequenoe. To oontrol 
this the oall TRANSACTION, before delivered to MANP, 
is equipped with two PARAMETERs, one of whioh is 
used to number the conneotion oase and the other is 
used as a sta«e oounter. The oomputer time is 
obtained from a two dimensiona l MATRIX SAVEVALUE 
indexed by the two PARAMETERs mentioned. In the 
same way the intermediate time is obtained. This 
value, added to CLOCK, gives the next re-entry time. 
During the oonneotion time the oall TRANSACTION is 
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kept either waiting in the time queue or loading 
the program MANP. 

When last stage has been oompleted (reoognized by 
the intermediate time equalling zero) the pro~am 
~NP oonsults another MATRIX SAVEVALUE, indexed by 
the connection oase PARAMETER to obtain the BLOCK 
in the traffio flow to which the oall TRANSACTION 
has to be returned. 

Table 

Conneotion oase A-subscriber to oode receiver. 
Includes relay ope~ations to send dialling tone. 

Stage Processor Intermediate Comment 
number time ms time ms 

Seleot speeoh-path 
Initiate switches 

15.1 18 GVN, GVL, SLV 
Initiate tone 
sending relay in KM 

2 0.8 99 Tone ready 

Initiate switohes 
3 3.4 123 2nd sequenoe 

SwJ;t-ohes operated 
4 3.4 18 Initiate conneoting 

relay in KM 

5 1.1 0 KM ready 

TRANSFER 

SAVEVALUE 

Ufs 3 
B 1609 

VI8 = X8*K ... 

ASSIGN 

liNK 

Fig 3. Generation of disoonnection with an 
oooupanoy dependent intensity 
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The struotures of the scanning programs are very 
similar to each other. They are controlled by a 
program TRANSACTION which is normally kept in the 
time queue. The monitor TRANSACTION UNLINKS the 
soanning program and thus exeoution time is allotted 
to the program in question. (In the USER CHAIN 
representing the time queue the transaotions are 
sorted acoording to PARAMETER 1, in which the depar
ture time is stored and the TRANSACTION is sent to a 
BLOCK aocording to PARAMETER 2, whioh represents the 
program address). 

The soanning program oocupies the prooessor for a 
oertain time during whioh some administrative work 
and idle loop soanning is done. The tasks found are 
taken oare of by UNLINKing the oorresponding TRANS
ACTIONs from the USER CHAIN in which they had been 
stored by the traffio flow and the TRANSACTIONs 
oooupy the processor one at a time. When the program 
is finished the monitor TRANSACTION is UNLINKED and 
the scanning program TRANSACTION is LINKed to the 
time queue with a new departure time in PARAMETER 1. 

In this way the prooessor is oocupied alternately 
by the monitor, a .oanning program or a oall TRANS
ACTION. The monitor TRANSACTION ensures oocupation of 
the processor by one TRANSACTION at a time. To ensure 
the proper funotion of B-level interruption, the 
TRANSACTION whioh has oocupied the prooessor also 
SEIZEs a FACILITY (number 1). When a new TRANSACTION 
is to take over the control of the prooessor the 
former TRANSACTION RELEASEs and the new one 'SEIZEs 
the FACILITY. If one sees to it that the TRANSACTION 
whioh ocoupies the prooessor has SEIZed the 
FACILITY and is spending the exeoutio~ time in an 
ADVANCE BLOCK the B-level interruptions oan be 
performed by having a B-level TRANSACTION PREEMPTing 
the FACILITY number 1. Thus the A-level program will 
be interrupted and delayed the time it takes to 
execute the B-level programs. When the B-level inter
ruption ends, the A-level program oontinues as if 
nothing had happened. 

FNI = exponential distribution 

(With the probability • VI8 transactions are sent to the SA VEV ALUE 
block and with the probability 1- .VI8 they are terminated). 

(Unity is subtracted from SAVEV ALUE number 8, which contains the 
number of conversations in progress) . 

(The constant 4 is placed in transaction parameter number 3. The para
meter is used to number the connection case). 

(The transaction is linked to the bottom of user chain number 11. The 
transaction is unlinked by the program SNR). 

VARIABLE number 18 = The present content of SA VEVALUE cell 
number 8 multiplied by a constant, which is calculated to give VI8 
= 999 when all devices are occupied. 



4. RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS The complete simulation program consists of a great 
number of BLOCKs and many TRANSACTIONs are simulta
neously in circulation. Keepin~ down the number of 
BLOCKs is a matter of compromising with the real 
model. Simplifications of this kind have to be done 
if one is to have any success in accomodating such 
a complex system within the limits of the GPSS 
simulator. 

In table 2 there are listed some results from three 
simulation runs. Among the statistios oolleoted, the • 
following are presented in the table. 

Keeping down the number of TRANSACTIONs is a more 
delicate task. A very simple way of drastically re
ducing the number of TRANSACTIONs has, however, been 
used. When assuming exponentially distributed con
versation times, there is no need to keep the TRANS
ACTION alive during the conversation. This can, 
instead, be replaced by a generation of disconnec
tion with an occupancy dependent intensity. The way 
of solving this problem is shown in fig. 3. 

A TRANSACTION going into a state of conversation 
adds unity to a SAVEVALUE cell containing the number 
of conversations in progress. After this the TRANS
ACTION is removed from the system in a TERMINATE 
BLOCK. 

Total load on the processor caused by the traffic. 
The rest of the time is spent in making routine tests. 

The total load is further divided among the 6 main 
program blocks. 

The delays in MONA's time and job queues. Besides 
the mean value one point on the distribution curve is 
given. The time queue delay is obtained as the 
difference between the soheduled and the real depar
ture time. The job queue delay is the total time 
spent in the queue. Values are ~iven for the job 
queues with the highest and the lowest priority used 
by the traffic carryin~ pro~ams. 

Mean delay time and two points on the distribut ion 
ourve are given for three typical oonneotion cases. 
The oonneotion of an A-subsoriber to code reoeiver is 
measured as the time from the subsoriber call arrival 
until diallin~ tone is sent from the code receiver. 
The connection oase "throu~h oonnection at reply" is 
a specific one for a system like A-210. Durin~ 
ringing on a looal oall, the rin~in~ tone is sent 
from the oode receiver to the A-subscriber. Rin~in~ 
current is sent from TS to the B-subsoriber. The 

In a GENERATE BLOCK exponentially distributed dis
connection attempts are ~enerated with a mean inter
val value which is calculated to give the proper 
mean conversation time when all the devices (e.g. 
local .iunotors or trunks) are oooupied. In the 
following --BLOCK, -a TRANSFER BLOCK, a random number 
is ~enerated whioh is oompared with the value of a 
computed VARIABLE. The latter is direotly proportio
nal to the number of conversations in pro~ess and 
therefore the probability of completing the dis
conneotion is direotly proportional to the number of 
conversations in progress. 

speech path from A to B via the local junotor is • 
established but the conneotin~ relays are not opera-

This method also gives a possibility to reduce the 
running-in time as the SAVEVALUE cell can be given 
an INITIAL value > 0 and thus the disconnections oan 
start from the beginning of the simulation. 

In the traffio flow statistios are collected at 
vital points. These are tabulated at the end of the 
simulation run and give, among other results, the 
delay times for the subsoribers. 

In an equivalent way the program flow is equipped 
with BLOCKs which give possibility to oheok suoh 
data as the different ocoupanoies by the various 
programs, delay in time and job queues etc. 
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ted. When B replies,this has to be detected by the 
program SVAR and the connecting relays in SNR have 
to be switohed on and those in KM and TS have to be 
switched off (ring tripping is automatioally done in 
TS). Therefore, there will be a through conneotion 
delay durin~ whioh conversation between A- and B
subscriber is not possible. 

The third conneotion case "FIR to B-subsoriber" is 
typioal of all connections and disconnections where 
switohes are operated. 

Finally, the measured mean interval times for the 
pro~ams ABAVS and SVAR are ~iven. The differenoe 
between the measured mean interval for SVAR and its 
nominal value is representative of all interval 
programs, exoept for ABAVS since this program 
frequently places itself in a job queue and its 
interval time consequently will be lengthened. 

Sta.tistioal data collected from three simulation runs 

Total load on the processor 
Load caused by the B-level pro~ams 
Load caused by the A-level monitor (MONA) 
Load oaused by the local traffic pro~am block 
Load caused by the incoming trunk traffic program block 
Load caused by the outgoin~ trunk traffic program block 
Load oaused by the switch and relay operation pro~am blook (MANP) 
Delay in MONA' s time queue 

Delay> 50 ms 
Delay in MONA's hi~h priority job queue 

Delay> 100 ms 
Delay in MONA's low priority job queue 

Delay > 200 ms 
Connection of A-subsoriber to code reoeiver. Mean delay 

Delay> 1 s 
Delay > 2 s 

Throu~h oonnection at reply. Mean delay 
Delay> .3 s 
Delay> .5 s 

Conneotion of FIR to B-subsoriber. Mean delay 
Delay> .5 s 
De1ay- > 1 s 

Measured interval time for the program ABAVS (Nominal value 400 ms) 
Measured interval time for the pro~am SVAR (Nominal value 100 ms) 
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Run no 

.817 

.234 

.028 

.011 

.069 

.053 

.356 
13 ms 
1.2 % 
31 ms 
6.2 % 
46 ms 
10.6 % 
312 ms 
1.0 % 
o 
128 ms 
5.4 % 
o 
175 ms 
1.3 % 
o 
417 ms 
113 ms 

Run no 2 

.815 

.232 

.030 

.011 

.071 

.052 

.353 
11 ms 
.5 % 
19 ms 
1.5 % 
53 ms 
5.4 % 
311 ms 
1.4 % 
o 
118 ms 
1.8 % 
o 
150 ms 
o 
o 
423 ms 
112 ms 

Run no 3 

.947 

.257 

.020 

.066 

.079 

.057 

.469 
19 ms 
5.2 % 
67 ms 
23.2 % 
139 ms 
20.5 % 
829 ms 
24.7 % 
8.6 % 
256 ms 
38.5 % 
9.2 % 
316 ms 
12.2 % 
1.6 % 
685 ms 
120 ms 

• 

• 
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Simulation run number 1 is a normal load test of the 
program system which at present is used for the 
A-210 exchange. The programs are loaded with traffic 
from 12,000 local subscribers and a correspondin~ 
number of incoming trunks. The statistics collected 
show that the program system gives a fully satis
fying grade of service for all kinds of traffic. 

Run number 2 has the same input parameters as 
number 1, but the interval programs were changed to 
a fully job queue oriented mode. Although the 
monitor (MONA) consumes more time, minor improve
ments are then observed in the subscriber grade of 
service. 

Run number 3 is an overload test on the same program 
system as in run number 1. The traffic, which loads 
the system, originates from 16,000 local subscribers. 
The incoming trunk traffic is increased in the same 
proportion. From the statistics it can be seen that 
this loa d gives an unaoceptable grade of servioe, 
but the deterioration of the service affects own 
exchange subsoribers more than the incoming trunk 
traffic. This is done quite knowingly as it is to 
be desired that an overload in one exchange is not 
extended via the routes to common equipment in 
surrounding exchanges. The handling of already 
accepted tasks and new incoming trunk calls is given 
priority to new calls from own exohange subscribers. 
This is arrived at by having ABAVS queueing in a low 
priority job queue until more important tasks have 
been performed. From the statistics it can be found 
that, although there is a heavier processor loading, 
the local traffic program block (in which ABAVS is 
included) and MONA consumes less time in the over
load situation compared to the normal load case. The 
interval time of ABAVS is increased from nominally 
400 ms to 685 ms. The faot that MONA consumes less 
time is explained by less frequent entries to MONA, 
less frequently changing queues within MONA and less 
job expended in examining empty queues. 

5. C ONCLUS ION 

The GPSS simulation of the A-210. program system has 
proved to be a useful tool to optimize program 
structures and monitor organization. It is our inten
tion to have this simulator as a living measurement 
equipment with which far-reaching program changes 
can be checked out before they are coded in A-210 
language. 

There are other ways to simulate a complete SPC 
program system. A simulation, using an external 
oomputer to generate traffic and the regular 
prooessors to handle it, has been oarried out by the 
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company; Antwerp. Such 
a simulation is also an excellent debugging tool, but 
the method requires that the traffic carrying' 
programs and the monitors are fully ~eveloped and 
loaded into the processor. 

This requirement is also valid when using one of the 
processors in the duplicated pair as a traffic gene
rator while the other one is running with the normal 
or slightly modified traffic carrying programs. This 
method, however, ~lso requires that the data ex
ohanging between the two prooessors can be satis
factorily solved and that the system clook can be 
stopped when treating such data in the traffic 
carrying processor as only concern the simulation 
an.d have nothing to do with the traffic carrying 
procedure. 

As an alternative to the latter two methods, the 
GPSS simulation can be attractive. 

The program deck for the complete A-210 GPSS simula
tion consists of about 3500 punched cards, 1500 of 
which are INITIAL cards. ~he work to produce the 
first working model has required 9 man-months. A 
great dea l of this time was, however, consumed by 
the examination of the time consumption of the 
exi'sting A-210 programs • 
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Although the computer is equipped with 256K of oore 
storage a reallooation was necessary in order not to 
exceed the available common area of GPSS. 
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